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Last week, the Spanish language publication El Ibérico reported that, on the
evening of July 4th, the Byron burgers chain (owned by private equity fund Hutton
Collins Partners) brought a large number of their migrant worker staff members to
special 'training' session across 15 Byron restaurants in London.
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When they arrived, immigration police were waiting for them and a reported 50
were arrested and deported. A further 150 managed to avoid deportation and are
in hiding according to the source.
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So what happened on the day?
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One Byron Burger worker who was present when the UKBA interrogations took
place commented:
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“I was there when we were interrogated and they took away 4 workmates. (...).
There are several large communities working in Byron: Brazilian,, Spanish, Polish,
Italian , Nepalese and Albanians.”
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Byron Burgers are content to exploit undocumented workers when it suits them,
but as soon as it becomes inconvenient, will subject them to deportation, ruining
their lives.
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Please send a message to Byron Burger management that this is not
acceptable and to demand:
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1) NO MORE THREATS TO STAFF BY IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT!
2) NO discrimination against migrant staff members.
3) NO to exploitative pay and conditions.
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YES TO THE LIVING WAGE. YES TO MORE SOCIAL WORK HOURS.
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Email: Byron Burgers: byron@byronhamburgers.com
Twitter @byronhamburgers https://www.facebook.com/byronhamburgers
Follow the campaign: #BoycottByron
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